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Client Profile

Based in Pittsburgh, ERT has been a leading provider of  electronic Patient Reported 
Outcomes (ePRO) solutions and consulting services for over 25 years, delivering 
solutions that ensure the patient’s voice is heard during new medical product 
development. ERT helps its customers strategically use patient, clinician, and observer 
reported outcomes data to support labeling claims, enhance reimbursement strategies, 
and meet other clinical program objectives. 

In July 2012 the company announced it was acquired by ERT, a global provider of  
health outcomes services to biopharmaceutical sponsors and contract research 
organizations (CROs).

When Paul Taylor was moved to his current role as Director of  Solutions Delivery, he 
had been with ERT for 10 years. His new responsibilities centered on quality control, 
translations, and new configurations and processes that were needed in order to scale 
up applications to align with the number of  new customers the company was 
onboarding.  

Paul was handed down a previous contract for quality control with a $15 billion 
services provider based in Falls Church, VA.

“My first job was to observe what the Falls Church firm was doing because, from 
where I sat previously within Invivodata, I knew they had some delivery problems and I 
wanted to capture that firsthand to determine our next step strategies.”

What did Paul learn from doing his due diligence? 

“There was just a bums-on-seats attitude with no progressive development of  the 
quality control function and little operational oversight.” With engineers working in 
silos seemingly against an agile software development stance that didn’t foster group 
cross-functional collaboration, “the control wasn't in place to ensure that we were 
delivering quality products to our customers,” Paul said. “Their work was scattered, no 
planning was made and we were sorely missing customer deliverables.”

Despite this services provider vast resources and reputational weight in the consulting 
industry, “Clearly, their core competency was not what we did,” Paul admitted.

Cue in on QC 

Paul said his company was smaller back then 
compared to today, and without the benefit 
of  having developed processes or the means 
to build from new. Customers still needed 
support. While in Vietnam he met with Josh 
Lieberman, President of  KMS who invited 
Paul to their o�ces in Vietnam. “I was very 
impressed with the technological approach 
they've taken to laying the right foundation 
for that business with respect to the 
QASymphony product in particular.  It serves 
as a kind of  test management backbone to 
their environment.” 

And KMS pricing in particular was attractive.  “We were able to leverage a lower cost 
of  ownership through KMS versus what we'd done previously. That part was easy to 
sell to management.”

Working together from a roadmap standpoint, short and long term goals were hewed 
to build a scalable quality control function for ERT. 

KMS engineers spent the next three months working with their counterparts at ERT’s 
Pittsburgh o�ce, “just purely readying the team to understanding our existing process-
es.”

Project Categories

ERT chartered KMS with four project categories on which to apply its quality control 
methodology. Namely: 1) Initial release of  device software; 2) translations of  those 
initial releases to support foreign language-speaking customers; 3) custom software 
reports that provide users with appropriate data outputs to manage their trials; and 4) 
change control projects and addressing defects found during testing. 

Quick Results

After eight months working with KMS and its team of  30 testers, Paul reported “Not a 
single client delivery issue from a timeliness or QC standpoint, which was a huge 
problem before with our previous provider.” With help from KMS, Paul’s team applied 
appropriate controls at the operational level to improve project coordination of  testing 
services.

Speeding Time to Market

The net e�ect was a foundation on which “to target automation based on the larger 
chunks of  manual testing we do, which is the endgame with our roadmap.”  The 
primary objective was and still is “to get product out to market faster while sustaining 
quality and customer satisfaction.” Other benefits cited included: 

1) ability to reduce delivery timelines; 
2) development of  custom reports for customers to review their patient data in 
various ways; and 
3) improved testing processes.

“We realized huge e�ciencies to date and are looking forward to continuing to 
develop our processes within the test management suite so that we can fine tune and 
further improve the timeliness and the quality aspect.” 

The QASymphony Tool

Paul cited four key advantages to working with software that KMS recommended 
called QASymphony: 1) ability to organize and standardize the test management 
environment; 2) less startup work required for projects; 3) creation of  a suite of  test 
cases to execute and grow, plus 4) validation of  products and services delivered to 
customers.

A Future in Agile

The next steps will focus on further agile development. Paul admits to following “a 
waterfall testing methodology.”  And it works for their environment. Typically, their 
customers learn what they need through the implementation phase. “We need to find 
new ways to automate the time-consuming pieces of  our testing environment so that 
we can turn things around faster and be more dynamic.”

Most recently, ERT reported record growth in 2011, stemming from the addition of  
over 160 clinical projects. Three consecutive years of  growth in bookings, revenue, 
and profitability has led the company to substantially increase headcount, enabling it to 
meet the growing needs of  its worldwide customer base. 

Contact: info@kms-technology.com or 
http://www.kms-technology.com/contact.html

Interview with Paul Taylor, Director of Solutions Delivery 
for ERT
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ROI since KMS inception

Defects “have been almost 
non-existent”
80% Reduction in post-GMR 
defects
Streamlining of  processes and 
focused operational oversight
Saving of  25% in cost by 
switching to KMS
Cut time from initial release 
to testing stage by 50%
Reduced time-to-market of  
new products/services by 
50%.
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“With the right team, right pricing and right plan in 
place, we decided to move forward with KMS,” 
said Paul.
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